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Accomplishments of the region in the last 3 (or more) months:
• Crowdsourcing of regional education dean contact information for important
regional information dissemination
• At LSL, regional networking meeting introduced three topics (implicit bias; UME
to GME transition; UME role in CPD) around which members dialogued.
Summaries of the discussions were published in the SGEA newsletter and
presented at the regional networking meeting.
Plans for the next 3 months:
• Upcoming regional conference in Orlando highlighting innovations in medical
education. We’re excited that our program represents the work of 45 different
institutions in the SGEA and a continuum of topics of importance to UME, GME
and CME. 2 MERC pre-conference sessions will be offered along with a new
pre-conference certificate program, Medical Education Teaching and Learning
• SGEA twitter account will be supported by Gary Beck Dallaghan
Upcoming opportunities to participate in regional activities (Grants, elections, etc.):
• Nominations open for steering committee positions: MESRE chair elect; GME
section chair; CPD section chair; Member at-large
• Upcoming 2019 regional meeting in Orlando: MESA reviewers (including a new
program where junior faculty/learners co-review with a senior reviewer),
moderators for oral presentations, SIG leadership (elections to occur at the
meeting)
Recognition (Awards, New members, Member Accomplishments):
• Peggy Hsieh, SGEA member at-large project: Medical Education Teaching and
Learning certificate program will launch its first session at the upcoming SGEA
regional meeting. The first offering will be, “Peer Observation of Teaching.”
• Andrea Berry, SGEA member at-large, will succeed Janet Piskurich as SIG
coordinator
• Steering committee welcomed Michael Trainer, MS3, Mercer University School
of Medicine Savannah campus, who will bring the OSR voice to the SGEA.
• Steering committee thanked Janet Piskurich, SIG coordinator, and David Scudder,
OSR representative, for their service.

•
•

SGEA MESRE will fund two grant proposals
New members: Nitin Puri (Marshall University); Stefanie Rachis (Wake Forest);
Margaret Orr (University of Central Florida); Rachel Apple (Vanderbilt
University); Sarah Stein (Baylor University); Bryan Touchet (University of
Oklahoma); Kenneth Foster (Virginia Commonwealth University); Jennifer
Nuetzi James (Wake Forest); Andrew Galligan (University of South Florida);
Priyadarshi Dattathreya (Ross University); Miriam Zylberglait (Aventura
Hospital); Megan Grinnell (MUSC)

Key SIG Activities:
• SGEA IPE SIG (Dupe Akinola and Judy Schmidt, co-conveners) hosted a
webinar on 11/19/2018, “Conversations in IPE—Assessments and Evaluations,”
that featured Michalec Barret (University of Delaware) and Kelly Lockeman
(Virginia Commonwealth University)

Additional Highlights:

